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Translatable Updates of Selection Views
under Constant Complement

Enrico Franconi and Paolo Guagliardo

Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy

{franconi,guagliardo}@inf.unibz.it

Abstract Given a lossless view associating a source relation with a set of
target relations defined by selection queries over the source, we study how
updates of the target relations can be consistently and univocally propag-
ated to the underlying source relation. We consider a setting where some
of the attributes in the schema are interpreted over some specific domain
(e.g., the reals or the integers) whose data values can be compared bey-
ond equality, by means of special predicates (e.g., smaller/greater than)
and functions (e.g., addition and subtraction). The source schema is con-
strained by conditional domain constraints, which restrict the values that
are admissible for the interpreted attributes whenever a certain condition
is satisfied by the values taken by the non-interpreted ones.
We show how to decide whether insertions, deletions and replacements,
as well as sequences of insertions and deletions, can be univocally propag-
ated through lossless selection views. In general, a lossy view, which does
not preserve the whole informative content of the source, can always be
turned into a lossless one by means of a view complement, which provides
the missing information. For lossy selection views, we show how to find
complements that provide the smallest amount of information needed to
achieve losslessness, so as to maximise the number of updates that can be
propagated under the so-called constant complement principle, prescrib-
ing that the complement be invariant during update propagation.

1 Introduction

Given a view that maps instances of a source schema (possibly under constraints)
to instances of a target schema, the view update problem consists in translating
updates issued on the target schema into corresponding updates on the source
schema, so that the changes of the source relations reflect exactly the changes
introduced into the target ones. The propagation of updates through views is a
classical problem in database research [1], which has received renewed attention
in recent years.

A view mapping, defining how the the target relations depend on the source
one, is lossless if the converse is also true, i.e., when the source relations depend
on the target ones. Whenever such an inverse relationship from target to source
can be expressed constructively (i.e., by defining each source relation in terms of
the target ones by means of a query), “good” view updates that satisfy certain



conditions can be effectively propagated in an unambiguous way [5]. Obviously,
lossless database decompositions have an important role in this context, because
they are associated with the existence of a reconstruction operator that explicitly
prescribes how a source relation can be rebuilt from the fragments into which it
has been decomposed.

Decomposing a relation horizontally consists in splitting it into relations with
the same arity and over the same attributes, each of which contains a subset of
the tuples in the original relation. This kind of decomposition, called horizontal
decomposition, is lossless precisely when the union of the fragments yields back
the original source relation. In [3], lossless horizontal decomposition is studied
in a setting where some of the attributes are interpreted over a specific domain
with a rich structure (e.g., ordering) that allows its data values to be compared
beyond equality, which is of practical importance for real-world applications.

The results in [3] provide the groundwork for univocal propagation of updates
in the context of selection views under constraints, mentioned by the authors as
future work. The present paper is a follow-up to [3] in which we investigate the
propagation of updates through lossless selection views. In particular, given a
lossless selection view, as a first contribution we will show how to decide whether
insertions, deletions and replacements can be univocally propagated from target
to source. Our second contribution is concerned with attaining losslessness from a
given lossy selection view, which can be done by means of another selection view
that “complements” the original lossy one by providing the missing information.

Outline. After basic preliminaries and notation (Sect. 2), we formally introduce
(Sect. 3) the class of views and integrity constraints we consider in this paper;
in Sect. 4, we provide algorithms for deciding whether insertions, deletions and
replacements can be unambiguously propagated through lossless selection views;
in Sect. 5, we present a technique for turning a lossy selection view into a lossless
one, so as to be able to apply the results on update propagation also in this case;
we conclude (Sect. 6) by discussing future and related work.

2 Preliminaries

We start by introducing some basic notions and necessary notation. We assume
the reader to be familiar with formal logic and its application to database theory.

Basics. A schema (a.k.a. relational signature) is a finite set R of relation sym-
bols. Each R ∈ R is associated with a positive arity |R| indicating the total num-
ber of positions in R, which are partitioned into interpreted and non-interpreted
ones. We consider an arbitrary, possibly infinite set dom of values that can only
be compared for equality, and a set idom of values from a specific domain (e.g.,
the integers Z) equipped with a set of predicates (e.g., ≤) and functions (e.g., +),
according to a first-order language C closed under negation. An instance over a
schema R maps each R ∈ R to a relation RI of appropriate arity on dom∪idom,
called the extension of R under I, such that the values for the interpreted and



non-interpreted positions of R come from idom and dom, respectively. A fact
is given by the association, written as R(t), between a relation symbol R and a
tuple t of values of appropriate arity; instances can be conveniently represented
as sets of facts. All instances in this paper are finite. Given an instance I over a
schema R consisting only of relation symbols with the same arity, we denote by⋃

(R, I) the set
{
t | t ∈ RI , R ∈ R

}
, that is, the union of the extensions under

I of the symbols in R.

Constraints. The sets of relation symbols occurring in a formula ϕ are denoted
by sig(ϕ); sig(·) is extended to sets of formulae in the natural way. A constraint is
a closed formula (i.e., one without free variables) in some fragment of first-order
logic (FOL) with constants dom∪ idom under the standard name assumption,
that is, the interpretation of each constant is the name of the constant. Given a
set Γ of constraints and an instance I over sig(Γ ), we say that I is a model of (or
satisfies) Γ , and write I |= Γ , if the relational structure 〈D, I〉, where D is the
set of constants appearing in I and Γ , makes every formula in Γ true under the
standard FOL semantics. We write I |= ϕ as short for I |= {ϕ}, and we say that
I satisfies ϕ. A set of constraints Γ entails (or logically implies) a constraint ϕ,
written Γ |= ϕ, if every finite model of Γ also satisfies ϕ. All sets of constraints
considered in this paper are finite.

Specific Languages. The results presented in this paper are independent of the
language C used for specifying constraints on the interpreted positions, as long as
C is closed under negation. In Section 5, we will require that the satisfiability in C
be decidable. A specific language that enjoys these properties, which we will use
in examples throughout the paper, is the fragment of linear arithmetic over the
integers consisting of Unit Two Variable Per Inequality constraints (UTVPIs).
Formally, a UTVPI formula has the form ax+ by ≤ d, where x and y are integer
variables, a, b ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and d ∈ Z. UTVPIs can express comparisons between
two variables and between a variable and an integer, but also compare the sum or
difference of two variables with an integer. The satisfiability of a set of UTVPIs
can be checked in polynomial time [11,8,7]. A Boolean combination of UTVPIs
is referred to as BUTVPI; the problem of deciding whether a set of BUTVPIs
is satisfiable is NP-complete [12].

3 Selection Views under Constraints

We work under the universal relation assumption, that is, we consider a source
schema S that consists of a single relation symbol S. For the sake of simplicity,
w.l.o.g. we assume that the first ‖S‖ positions of S are non-interpreted, while the
remaining ones are interpreted. Under this assumption, for n = |S| and k = ‖S‖,
instances over S map each relation symbol to a subset of domk × idomn−k.
W.l.o.g. we further assume that a variable associated with the i-th position of S
is named xi if i ≤ k, and yi−k otherwise. By default, x and y denote the tuples
(x1, . . . , xk) and (y1, . . . , yn−k), respectively.



The source schema S is constrained by formulae of the form:

∀x, y . S(x, y) ∧ λ(x)→ δ(y) , (1)

where λ(x) is a Boolean combination of equalities x = a, with x from x and a
from dom, and δ(y) ∈ C. We use x 6= a as short for ¬(x = a) and we write (1)
simply as S ∧ λ → δ. Constraints of this form, which by means of a formula in
C restrict the values that are admissible at interpreted positions whenever the
values at non-interpreted ones satisfy a certain condition, are called conditional
domain constraints (CDCs) [3].1 We refer to an instance over S that satisfies the
integrity constraints as source instance.

A selection view is a mapping f that associates each source instance with an
instance over a target schema T consisting of relation symbols of the same arity
of S, each of which is defined as follows:

∀x, y . T (x, y)↔
(
S(x, y) ∧ λ(x) ∧ σ(y)

)
, (2)

where λ(x) is as in (1) and σ(y) ∈ C. We write (2) simply as T ↔ S ∧ λ ∧ σ.2

The set ΣST consisting of formulae of the form (2), one for each T ∈ T, is called
the specification of f .

A selection view f induces a horizontal decomposition on S; so, for a set ΣS

of source constraints, we say that f is lossless under ΣS if the target symbols in
T form a lossless horizontal decomposition of S under ΣS. That is, f is lossless if
and only if SI =

⋃
T∈T T

I for every source instance I, which in turn means that
the query S(x, y) is equivalent to

∨
T∈T T (x, y) under ΣS ∪ΣST, where ΣST is

the specification of f .

Example 1. Consider the source schema S = {S}, with S of arity 4 and its last
two positions interpreted over the integers. Let C be the language of UTVPIs
and consider the following set ΣS of CDCs over S:

S ∧ (x1 = a)→ (y1 + y2 ≤ 5) ; S ∧ (x1 6= a ∨ x2 = b)→ (y2 ≥ 2) .

Let f be the selection view specified by the following set ΣST of definitions:

T1 ↔ S ∧ (x1 6= a ∨ x2 6= b) ; T2 ↔ S ∧ y1 ≤ 4 .

Using the technique devised in [3], it can be checked that f is lossless under ΣS.

An update on a view f with target schema T is a mapping from the set of in-
stances over T into itself. An update u is translatable on an instance J ∈ img(f)
if u(J) ∈ img(f), that is, there exists a source instance I such that f(I) = u(J);
if the underlying view is lossless, the instance I is univocally determined (i.e., it
is unique). An update is globally translatable if it is translatable on every source
instance. From a practical viewpoint, when the target is materialised, the notion
of translatability on a single instance allows to determine “on-the-fly” whether
to accept or reject incoming update requests. On the other hand, the notion of

1 In [3], the condition λ(x) is restricted to a conjunction of possibly negated equalities,
but the results carry over to the variant used in this paper.

2 See note 1.



global translatability is useful to determine offline which updates can be safely
made available online, but it could also be employed on-the-fly when the target
is/can not be materialised. Clearly, the feasibility of this latter application relies
on the complexity of checking for global translatability.

Observe that for translatable updates w.r.t. lossy views there exists in general
more than one source instance that reflects exactly the changes introduced by
the update on the target instance. This means that such updates can be propag-
ated to the source in more than one way, thus generating ambiguity and raising
the problem of choosing a suitable alternative, which in general calls for user
intervention. To overcome this problem, we proceed as follows: in the upcoming
Section 4, we first investigate translatability w.r.t. lossless selection views; then,
in Section 5, we will show how to construct a lossless selection view from a lossy
one, in order to be able to apply the translatability results obtained previously.

4 Update Propagation through Lossless Selection Views

In this section, we study the translatability of insertions, deletions and replace-
ments w.r.t. lossless selection views under CDCs. In general, a view that defines
each target symbol by means of a (safe) query over the source is updatable if each
source symbol can be similarly defined by a (safe) query over the target. Thus,
for selection views, the notions of losslessness and updatability coincide. Here,
we will apply the general criterion for the translatability of updates introduced
in [4] for updatable views to the specific case of lossless selection views.

Denote by repl(Σ) the set of constraints obtained from Σ by replacing each
occurrence of S(x, y) by

∨
Ti∈T Ti(x, y). Then, we have that repl(ΣS) = {Ti∧λ→

δ | (S ∧ λ→ δ) ∈ ΣS} and repl(ΣST) = {φ, ψ | Ti, Tj ∈ T}, where:

φ =
(
∀x, y . Ti(x, y) → λi(x) ∧ σi(y)

)
; (3)

ψ =
(
∀x, y . Ti(x, y) ∧ λj(x) ∧ σj(y)→ Tj(x, y)

)
. (4)

Note that (3) is in fact equivalent to two CDCs: Ti → σi and Ti ∧ ¬λi → ¬σi. For
short we write (4) as Ti ∧ λj ∧ σj → Tj and we call constraints of this form full
conditional inclusion dependencies (CINDs). We refer to repl(ΣS)∪ repl(ΣST) as
the set of derived target constraints, which intuitively require that every tuple
in Ti must satisfy the source CDCs, the selection conditions for Ti and, if it also
satisfies the selection conditions for Tj , must be in Tj as well. The derived target
constraints can be partitioned into a set of CDCs, consisting of repl(ΣS) and the
CDCs corresponding to each formula of the form (3) in repl(ΣST), and a set of
CINDs, consisting of the formulae in repl(ΣST) of the form (4).

Example 2. Consider the selection view f of Example 1. As f is lossless, S(x, y)
is equivalent to T1(x, y)∨T2(x, y) under ΣS∪ΣST. Replacing every occurrence of
the former in ΣS ∪ΣST by the latter, we obtain the following set ΣT of derived
target constraints:

T1 → (x1 6= a ∨ x2 6= b) ; T2 ∧ (x1 6= a ∨ x2 6= b)→ T1 ;

T2 → y1 ≤ 4 ; T1 ∧ y1 ≤ 4→ T2 ;



T1 ∧ (x1 = a)→ (y1 + y2 ≤ 5) ; T1 ∧ (x1 6= a ∨ x2 = b)→ (y2 ≥ 2) ;

T2 ∧ (x1 = a)→ (y1 + y2 ≤ 5) ; T2 ∧ (x1 6= a ∨ x2 = b)→ (y2 ≥ 2) .

Let f be a lossless selection view under CDCs, and let ΣT the corresponding
set of derived constraints; we denote by cdc(ΣT) the set of CDCs in ΣT. In the
following, by “translatable” we mean “translatable w.r.t. f”, and when we say
“translatable on J” we implicitly assume J ∈ img(f). We have that an instance
J over the target schema is in img(f) if and only if it is a model of ΣT [4], and
that an update u is translatable on J if and only if u(J) satisfies ΣT [4].

4.1 Insertions and Deletions

A target update consisting in either the insertion or the deletion of n tuples can
be specified by means of the target instance containing precisely the n facts to be
inserted or deleted. More precisely, we call insertion (deletion) the unconditional
addition (removal) of a fixed set of facts J into (from) any instance to which the
update is applied, and we indicate whether J is to be interpreted as an insertion
or a deletion by preceding it with a “+” or a “−”, respectively. Thus, +J means
that the facts in J are to be inserted, so +J represents the update u such that
u(I) = I ∪ J for every target instance I; on the other hand, −J means that the
facts in J are to be deleted, so −J represents the update u such that u(I) = I \J
for every target instance I.

An insertion is translatable on an instance precisely if the set of new facts that
are actually inserted into the instance satisfies the derived target constraints.

Proposition 1. +J ′ is translatable on J if and only if J ′ \ J |= ΣT.

The global translatability of an insertion depends only on whether the set of
facts the insertion consists of satisfies the derived target constraints.

Theorem 1. +J ′ is globally translatable if and only if J ′ |= ΣT.

Example 3. Consider the selection view f from Example 1, let J = {T1(c, b, 3, 3),
T2(c, b, 3, 3)} ∈ img(f), and let u be the insertion +J ′, where J ′ = {T1(c, b, 3, 3),
T2(a, b, 0, 5)}. Then, u is translatable on J , because J \J ′ = {T2(a, b, 0, 5)} satis-
fies ΣT of Example 2; indeed, u(J) = J ∪ J ′ = {T1(c, b, 3, 3), T2(c, b, 3, 3), T2(a,
b, 0, 5)} is a model of ΣT. However, u is not globally translatable, as J ′ 6|= ΣT.

A deletion is translatable on an instance iff the set of existing facts that are
actually deleted from the instance satisfies the derived target constraints.

Proposition 2. −J ′ is translatable on J if and only if J ∩ J ′ |= ΣT.

Example 4. Consider the selection view f from Example 1, let J = {T1(c, b, 3, 3),
T2(c, b, 3, 3)} ∈ img(f), and let u be the deletion −J ′, where J ′ = {T1(c, b, 3, 3),
T2(a, b, 0, 5)}. Then, u is not translatable on J , as J ∩ J ′ = {T1(c, b, 3, 3)} does
not satisfy ΣT; indeed, u(J) = J \ J ′ = {T2(c, b, 3, 3)} is not a model of ΣT.



The global translatability of a deletion depends only on a subset of the facts
the deletion consists of, namely those that satisfy the derived CDCs.

Theorem 2. −J ′ is globally translatable if and only if J ′ \ J ′′ |= ΣT, where J ′′

is the maximal subset of J that does not satisfy cdc(ΣT).

Example 5. Consider the selection view f from Example 1, and let u be the dele-
tion−{T2(a, b, 3, 3), T2(a, b, 0, 5)}. The fact T2(a, b, 3, 3) violates one of the CDCs
in ΣT, and so it cannot belong to any instance in img(f). Then, as {T2(a, b, 0, 5)}
is a model of ΣT, we have that u is globally translatable.

4.2 Sequences of Insertions and Deletions

We now extend our investigation to arbitrary (finite) sequences of deletions and
insertions (in any order), that is, composite updates of the form un · · ·u1 where
each ui is either +Ji or −Ji. We will show that any such sequence is equivalent
to a single update that inserts some tuples and, at the same time, deletes some
others, which are different from the inserted ones. We refer to this kind of update
as an unconditional update. Formally, an unconditional update u is denoted by
an unordered pair 〈+J1,−J2〉 consisting of an insertion +J1 and a deletion −J2
such that J1 ∩ J2 = ∅; then, we have that u(J) = (J ∪ J1) \ J2 = (J \ J2) ∪ J1
for every target instance J . Obviously, insertions and deletions are special cases
of unconditional updates.

Note that an unconditional update 〈+J1,−J2〉 is equivalent to +J1 followed
by −J2, as well as −J2 followed by +J1. Intuitively, since the insertion and the
deletion are disjoint, it does not matter which one we apply first. The following
is not surprising:

Proposition 3. 〈+J1,−J2〉 is globally translatable iff +J1 and −J2 are.

Clearly, a sequence of insertions and deletions is translatable (globally or on a
specific instance) whenever each update in the sequence is; however, the converse
is not true in general, because translatability requires the combined effect of the
update to yield an instance that satisfies the derived target constraints, and this
can happen even when some step in the sequence results in an illegal state.3

Example 6. Let f be the selection view of Example 1, and let u be the sequence
+J1−J2, where J1 = {T1(a, b, 4, 1)} and J2 = J1 ∪ {T2(a, b, 4, 1)}. For every J
in img(f), we have that u(J) = (J ∪ J1) \ J2 = J \ J2 = J because J2 ⊇ J1 and
J2 ∩ J = ∅. So u is globally translatable, despite the fact that +J1 is not.

A sequence of insertions is equivalent to a single insertion that, in one shot,
inserts all of the facts inserted in successive chunks along the sequence; the same
holds for sequences of deletions. So, in turn, an arbitrary sequence of insertions
and deletions is equivalent to an alternating sequence of one insertion and one
deletion, as every subsequence consisting of insertions (deletions) can be replaced
by a single insertion (deletion). The following shows that such an alternation of
insertions and deletions is equivalent to a single unconditional update.

3 This is the standard semantics of database transactions.



Theorem 3. +J1−J2 · · ·+Jn−1−Jn is equivalent to 〈+A,−D〉 where

A =

n/2⋃
i=1

Z2i−1 and D =

n/2⋃
i=1

Z2i , with Zk = Jk \
dn−k

2 e⋃
j=1

Jk+(2j−1) .

Intuitively, a fact is in A (resp., D) iff it is inserted (resp., deleted) at some point
of the update sequence and it is not deleted (resp., inserted) afterwards.

The above theorem, in combination with Proposition 3, allows us to check for
the (global) translatability of an arbitrary sequence of insertions and deletions
by checking for the (global) translatability of an insertion and a deletion.

Example 7. Let f be the selection view of Example 1, and let u be the sequence
−J1+J2+J3−J4−J5+J6−J7 with J1 = {T2(a, b, 1, 4)}, J2 = {T1(b, c, 3, 1), T2(a,
b, 0, 5)}, J3 = {T1(c, b, 2, 4), T2(a, b, 1, 4)}, J4 = {T2(a, b, 0, 5)}, J5 = {T1(c, b, 2,
5)}, J6 = {T2(c, b, 2, 4)} and J7 = {T1(b, c, 3, 1), T2(c, b, 2, 5)}. Then, u is equi-
valent to u′ = +J ′1−J ′2+J ′3−J ′4+J ′5−J ′6, where J ′1 = ∅, J ′2 = J1, J ′3 = J2 ∪ J3,
J ′4 = J4 ∪ J5, J ′5 = J6 and J ′6 = J7. By Theorem 3, u′ is equivalent to 〈+A,−D〉
where:

A =
(
J ′1 \ (J ′2 ∪ J ′4 ∪ J ′6)

)
∪
(
J ′3 \ (J ′4 ∪ J ′6)

)
∪ (J ′5 \ J ′6) =

= {T1(c, b, 2, 4), T2(a, b, 1, 4), T2(c, b, 2, 4)} ;

D =
(
J ′2 \ (J ′3 ∪ J ′5)

)
∪ (J ′4 \ J ′5) ∪ J ′6 =

= {T2(a, b, 0, 5), T1(c, b, 2, 5), T1(b, c, 3, 1), T2(c, b, 2, 5)} .

It can be verified that both +A and −D are globally translatable, hence so is u′

by Proposition 3 and, in turn, u.

4.3 Replacements

Differently from all the updates we have considered so far, replacements have a
semantics where insertion is inherently conditional on deletion: replacing a fact
Ti(t) with Tj(t

′
) in an instance J means inserting Tj(t

′
) into J only when Ti(t)

is effectively deleted from it, that is, only if Ti(t) belongs to J . A replacement u
is specified by means of a surjective mapping r : D → A where D (for “deleted”)
and A (for “added”) are disjoint sets of facts; then, u(J) = (J \D)∪r(J ∩D) for
every target instance J . Since replacing D by A in J amounts to first deleting
D from J and then inserting r(J ∩D) into J , the following is immediate.

Proposition 4. A replacement specified by r : D → A is translatable on J if
and only if −D+r(J ∩D) is. ut

Obviously, a replacement is not globally equivalent to a deletion followed by
an insertion, which in turn would make it equivalent to an unconditional update
by Theorem 3, because the set of replaced facts depends on the specific instance
to which the update is applied. A replacement is globally translatable precisely
if it replaces consistent sets of facts with consistent sets of facts, as shown below.



Theorem 4. Let u be the replacement specified by r : D → A, and let D̃ be the
maximal subset of D that satisfies cdc(ΣT). Then, u is globally translatable iff
D̃ |= ΣT and, for each subset D′ of D̃, r(D′) satisfies ΣT whenever D′ does.

Example 8. Consider the selection view f of Example 1, and let u be the replace-
ment specified by r = {T1(a, c, 2, 0) 7→ T2(a, c, 2, 1), T2(a, c, 2, 0) 7→ T1(a, c, 2, 1),
T2(a, b, 3, 2) 7→ T2(a, b, 4, 2)}. Then, u is not globally translatable because, even
though D = D̃ = {T1(a, c, 2, 0), T2(a, c, 2, 0), T2(a, b, 3, 2)} satisfies ΣT, we have
that D′ = {T2(a, b, 3, 2)} ⊆ D̃ is a model of ΣT whereas r(D′) = {T2(a, b, 4, 2)}
is not. Indeed, u is not translatable on any instance that contains D′.

4.4 Complexity Results

In this section, we study the complexity of the decision problem associated with
global translatability, measured w.r.t. the size of the update. Given a fixed source
schema under CDCs and a fixed lossless selection view, the translatability problem
takes as input an update u and answers the question: “Is u globally translat-
able?” Notably, we will show that for insertions, deletions, unconditional updates
and sequences of insertions and deletions the problem is in AC0, that is, it can
be solved by (a uniform family of) Boolean circuits of constant depth and poly-
nomial size consisting of gates with unbounded fan-in [10].

By Theorem 1, the problem of deciding whether an insertion is globally trans-
latable reduces to model checking in FOL, which is AC0 in data complexity [2].

Theorem 5. The translatability problem for insertions is in AC0.

By Theorem 2, whether a deletion −J is globally translatable can be decided
by checking whether the maximal subset J̃ of J that satisfies cdc(ΣT) is a model
of ΣT.4 This set can be computed by an AC0 circuit C1 by independently going
through each fact in J and checking whether it satisfies ΣT. Whether J̃ satisfies
ΣT can be solved by an AC0 circuit C2, and by connecting the output of C1 to
the input of C2 we still get an AC0 circuit. Thus, we have the following:

Theorem 6. The translatability problem for deletions is in AC0.

Given an unconditional update 〈+J1,−J2〉, by Theorem 5 and Theorem 6
there exist two AC0 circuits for deciding the translatability of +J1 and −J2. Since
by connecting the outputs of these circuits to an AND gate we get a circuit with
constant depth and polynomial size in |J1|+ |J2|, the following holds:

Theorem 7. The translatability problem for unconditional updates is in AC0.

The global translatability of an arbitrary sequence of insertions and deletions
can be checked by constructing the sets A and D of Theorem 3, and checking
whether 〈+A,−D〉 is globally translatable. This check can be done in AC0 by
Theorem 6 and, as A and D can be constructed in AC0, we get the following:

4 J̃ = J \ J ′, where J ′ is the maximal subset of J that does not satisfy cdc(ΣT).



Theorem 8. The translatability problem for sequences consisting of insertions
and deletions is in AC0.

Theorem 4 yields a naive algorithm for checking the global translatability of
a replacement specified by r : D → A that runs in exponential time in the size
of D (by going through each subset of D̃). Actually, things are much easier than
that, as it turns out that we do not need to explore the whole powerset of D̃.

Theorem 9. The global translatability of a replacement specified by r : D → A
can be decided in linear time in the size of D.

5 Attaining Losslessness from Lossy Selection Views

In general, given a lossy view, losslessness can be achieved by means of a so-called
view complement [1], which is another view that provides at least the amount of
information that is missing from the original one.

Definition 1 (View complement [1]). Let f and g be views. We say that g
is a complement of f if, for every pair of distinct source instances I, I ′, it holds
that g(I) 6= g(I ′) whenever f(I) = f(I ′).

Observe that the notion of complement is symmetric: if g is a complement of f ,
then f is a complement of g; for this reason, we say that f and g are complement-
ary. We assume w.l.o.g. that complementary views have disjoint target schemas;
it is easy to see that two complementary views f and g can be combined into an
injective5 view f ∪ g associating each source instance I with f(I) ∪ g(I).

Update propagation in the presence of view complements is regulated by the
constant complement principle [1], prescribing that updates must not affect, dir-
ectly or indirectly, the information provided by the complement. The motivation
for this requirement is that complementary information is provided only for the
sake of updating the original lossy view. The connection between translatability
w.r.t. lossy views under constant complement and translatability w.r.t. lossless
views is as follows:

Theorem 10 ([4]). Let f and g be complementary views with target schemas
T and C, respectively. Let u be an update over T, and let v be the update over
C such that v(J) = J for every instance J over C. Then, u is translatable w.r.t.
f under constant g if and only if u ∪ v is translatable w.r.t. f ∪ g.

In light of the above theorem, we are interested in finding complements for which
the resulting lossless view f ∪ g can be expressed in the same language as f . In
the following, given a lossy selection view f (under CDCs), we will show how to
find a selection view that is a complement of f , so that the translatability results
established in the previous section carry over to translatability under constant
complement, since the union of two selection views is also a selection view.

5 In general, for arbitrary views, losslessness is equivalent to injectivity; in particular,
for selection views, losslessness also coincides with updatability.



5.1 Minimal Complements

A complement assigns univocal semantics to updates, issued on lossy views, that
would otherwise be ambiguous. Thus, under the constant complement principle,
the choice of a complement determines which updates are translatable and which
are not, so an update may be translatable under one complement but not under
some other. As the complement must be invariant during the propagation pro-
cess, if a complement provides more information than another, less updates are
translatable under the former than under the latter. The following allows us to
compare how much information a view transfers w.r.t. an other.

Definition 2 (Information-transfer order [1,5]). Let f and g be views. We
say that f is less informative than g (written f ≤ g) if, for every pair of source
instances I, I ′, we have that g(I) = g(I ′) implies f(I) = f(I ′).

We write f ≡ g if and only if f ≤ g and g ≤ f ; in such a case, we say that f and
g are equally informative, are equivalent under ≤, or transfer the same amount
of information. A view is lossless if it provides all of the informative content of
the source, i.e., it transfers the same amount of information as the identity view.

Since the less information view complements provide the more likely updates
are to be translatable, the amount of information transferred by a view comple-
ment should be kept as small as possible, which leads us to the following notion
of minimality:

Definition 3 (Minimal complement [1]). Let f and g be complementary
views. We say that g is a minimal complement of f if, for every complement h
of f , it is the case that g ≤ h whenever h ≤ g.

Unfortunately, the existence of a unique (up to information transfer) minimal
complement is limited to trivial cases with no practical relevance, namely when
the original view is either injective or constant [1].

When considering a specific class of views that satisfy certain properties, such
as that of being expressible in a concrete language, we are interested in finding a
complement that is minimal among all complements within that class. We refer
to minimal complements within a class C of views as minimal in C. If for a view
f in C there exists a unique minimal complement in C, this is called the perfect
complement for f (in C).

5.2 Complements of Selection Views

We now turn back our attention to the class of selection views. All of the results
presented in the following hold for selection views over a source schema S = {S}
constrained by CDCs; for such a view f and a source instance I, U If denotes the

set
⋃(

T, f(I)
)

=
{
t | t ∈ T f(I), T ∈ T

}
, where T is the target schema of f .

The information-transfer order of Definition 2 can be characterised in terms
of containment between the sets of selected tuples: intuitively, f transfers less
information than g if f selects a subset of the source tuples selected by g.



Proposition 5. f ≤ g if and only if U If ⊆ U Ig for every source instance I.

Complementarity can also be characterised in terms of the selected tuples: f
and g are complementary if each source tuple is selected by at least one of them.

Proposition 6. f and g are complementary if and only if SI = U If ∪ U Ig for
every source instance I.

We now show that, when it does exist, the perfect complement of a selection
view f under CDCs is the view that selects all and only the source tuples not
captured by f , that is, not appearing in any of the target relations defined by f .

Proposition 7. g is the perfect complement of f if and only if U Ig = SI \ U If
for every source instance I.

Note that, for selection views, the notion of perfect complement is symmetric
because, when f and g are complementary, for every source instance I we have
that U If = SI \ U Ig if and only if U Ig = SI \ U If . So, if g is a perfect complement
of f , then f is a perfect complement of g, and we say that f and g are perfectly
complementary.

A selection view f is lossless if and only if it selects all of the tuples in each
source instance I, that is, SI = U If . In general, for every selection view f and

every source instance I, it always holds that U If ⊆ SI , hence f is lossy if and only

if there is a source instance Î containing some fact S(t) where t does not belong

to the extension of any target symbol under f(Î), that is, for which t 6∈ U Îf . So,

for each T ∈ T defined by T ↔ λ∧σ, the values in t at non-interpreted positions
do not satisfy λ, or the values in t at interpreted positions do not satisfy σ.

Given a model I of a set ΣS of CDCs, every subset of I is a model of ΣS as
well, thus we can restrict our attention to source instances consisting of a single
tuple. With each equality or inequality between a variable xi and a constant a
we associate a propositional variable pai , whose truth-value indicates whether the
value in the i-th position is a. To each valuation of such variables corresponds a
(possibly infinite) set of tuples; e.g., a valuation of {pa1 , pb2} that assigns true to
pa1 and false to pb2 identifies all the tuples in which the value of the first element
is a and the value of the second is different from b.

We say that a CDC S ∧ λ→ δ is applicable under a valuation α if the prop-
ositional representation of λ is true under α; similarly, a definition T ↔ λ ∧ σ
in ΣST is applicable under a valuation α if the propositional representation of
λ is true under α. A valuation α is consistent if (1) no two variables referring to
the same position (i.e., with the same subscript) but to different constants (i.e.,
with different superscripts) are both true under α, and (2) no definition in ΣST

of the form T ↔ λ (that is, without condition on the interpreted attributes) is
applicable under α. Given a valuation α, we define the set Πα consisting of
– each of the C-formulae δ appearing in the consequent of a CDC in ΣS that

is applicable under α, and
– the negation of each of the C-formulae σ (if any) appearing in a definition

in ΣST that is applicable under α.



Then, a selection view f specified by ΣST is lossless under ΣS if and only if Πα

is unsatisfiable for every consistent valuation α [3]. We denote by CVSAT(f) the
set of all consistent valuations α for which Πα is satisfiable.

Theorem 11. The perfect complement g of f exists if and only if, for each α
in CVSAT(f), there is a formula πα ∈ C equivalent to

∧
φ∈Πα φ. In such a case,

g is the view that, for each α ∈ CVSAT(f), defines C(x, y)↔ λ(x) ∧ σ(y) where

λ(x) =

 ∧
α(pai )=true

(xi = a)

 ∧
 ∧
α(pai )=false

(xi 6= a)

 ; σ(y) = πα .

When satisfiability in C is decidable, as is the case for UTVPIs and BUTVPIs,
Theorem 11 directly yields an algorithm for computing the perfect complement
of any selection view. Observe that, when C is the language of BUTVPIs, every
selection view has a perfect complement (which can be constructed as in The-
orem 11) because BUTVPIs are closed under conjunction; however, when C is
the language of UTVPIs, there exist selection views that do not have a perfect
complement, as shown below.

Example 9. Consider the source schema S = {S} without integrity constraints,
where S is binary and its second position is interpreted over the integers. Let f
be the selection view specified as follows:

T1(x1, y1)↔ x1 = a ∧ y1 > 1 ; T2(x1, y1)↔ x1 = a ∧ y1 < 0 .

The view f is lossy, because there exist two consistent valuations α1 = {pai 7→
true} and α2 = {pai 7→ false} for which Πα1 = {y1 ≤ 1, y1 ≥ 0} and Πα2 = ∅
are satisfiable. Let g be the view constructed as in Theorem 11, specified as:

C1(x1, y1)↔ x1 = a ∧ y1 ≤ 1 ∧ y1 ≥ 0 ; C2(x1, y1)↔ x1 6= a .

While f can be expressed when C is the language of UTVPIs, g cannot. However,
both f and g can be expressed when C is the language of BUTVPIs.

If the perfect complement does not exist, there is not a unique minimal com-
plement, but multiple incomparable ones. Below, we show how to find a minimal
complement (or the perfect one, should it exist) when C consists of UTVPIs.

Theorem 12. Let C be the language of UTVPIs, let f be a selection view, and
let g be a view that, for each α ∈ CVSAT(f), defines C(x, y)↔ λ(x)∧σ(y), where
λ(x) is as in Theorem 11 and σ(y) is a formula in Πα that does not entail any
formula in Πα \ {σ(y)}. Then, g is a minimal complement of f .

When C is the language of UTVPIs, the selection view f of Example 9 has the
following minimal complements: g1 specified by C11(x1, y1) ↔ x1 = a ∧ y1 ≤ 1
and C12(x1, y1)↔ x1 6= a, and g2 specified by C21(x1, y1)↔ x1 = a∧y1 ≥ 0 and
C22(x1, y1)↔ x1 6= a.



6 Discussion and Outlook

In this paper, we investigated the problem of propagating updates through se-
lection views defined over a source schema constrained by CDCs, where some of
the attributes are interpreted on a domain consisting of data values that can be
compared beyond equality, according to a FO language C closed under negation.

In the first place, focusing on lossless selection views, we have provided neces-
sary and sufficient criteria for determining whether insertions, deletions, replace-
ments and arbitrary sequences of insertions and deletions can be unambiguously
propagated on a specific target instance (within the image of the underlying se-
lection view) as well as globally (i.e., on every target instance). We have studied
the complexity of the decision problem associated with global translatability of
such updates and we have shown that it is in AC0 for insertions, deletions, se-
quences of insertions and deletions, and for combined updates consisting in the
simultaneous insertion and deletion of two disjoint sets of facts. With regard to
replacements, we have shown that their global translatability can be checked in
linear time in the size of the update. These results provide strong evidence of the
practical feasibility of a fully-automatic system for the consistent and univocal
propagation of updates through selection views.

In the second place, we considered lossy selection views and studied the prob-
lem of attaining losslessness by means of a view complement that provides the
information missing from the original view. We have shown how to find comple-
ments that are selection views as well, so as to be able to apply the translatability
results obtained for lossless views also under the constant complement principle,
requiring that the complement be invariant during update propagation. In par-
ticular, we gave a general technique for finding, if any, the perfect complement
of a selection view, that is, the unique selection view that provides the smallest
amount of information needed to attain losslessness. We have shown that, when
C is the language of BUTVPIs, there exists a perfect complement of any given
selection view, while this is not the case when C is the language of UTVPIs.

To the best of our knowledge, [9] is the only work where the problem of up-
date propagation through selection views has been previously studied in some
depth. The setting of [9] differs from ours mainly in that their language allows to
express equalities between variables associated with non-interpreted attributes
(i.e., the xi’s). How the insertion/deletion (replacements and sequences are not
considered) of a tuple into/from a relation must be propagated to the others is
determined by constructing the so-called complete transfer matrix, which essen-
tially plays the role of the CINDs in our derived target constraints. In [9], only
translatability on a specific instance is addressed, global translatability is not.

Most of the work about view complements is concerned with views defined by
projections over a source schema constrained by functional dependencies (FDs).
In [5] it is shown that there are projective views under FDs for which the perfect
complement does not exist, while in [6] sufficient conditions for its existence are
given.

We conclude by briefly discussing two main research directions that we deem
worthy of further investigation.



Update independence. Updating a target relation independently of the others
is important in a distributed setting, where it might not be possible to simultan-
eously update all of the peers that must be modified in order to maintain global
consistency after a change happens in one of them, and so one wants to update
a peer without affecting the others. We conjecture that Ti and Tj are update in-
dependent iff either (the propositional representation of) λi∧λj is unsatisfiable,
or {δi, δj} ∪ {δ | (S ∧ λ→ δ) ∈ ΣS, λi ∧ λj → λ} is unsatisfiable (in C).

Additional source constraints. In [3], losslessness of selection views is inves-
tigated also in the presence of more traditional integrity constraints on the source
schema, namely FDs and unary inclusion dependencies (UINDs), in addition to
CDCs. Suitable restrictions on the CDCs are proposed to “separate” them from
FDs and UINDs, and thus exploit the losslessness results obtained under CDCs
in isolation. It would be of interest to study the translatability of updates (under
constant complement) in the case when the source schema is constrained by a
separable combination of CDCs with FDs and UINDs. Note that the techniques
for finding complements of selection views described in Section 5 would not be
affected by the presence of such additional source constraints. However, for what
concerns translatability, we would obtain a set of derived target constraints that
includes also FDs and UINDs, so the results of Section 4 do not automatically
carry over to this case.
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